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New Version: 1.1.3 FileName Pro Crack is an application designed to help
you quickly rename files in batch mode. The interface of the software is

clean and simple to work with. Files can be imported into the list by
using the treeview only, because the "drag and drop" method is not

supported. In the queue you can check out the original and new name,
date of creation, modification and last access, along with the size and
attributes of each file. So, FileName Pro allows you to append the time

and date or creation or particular text, change the file type, insert folder
names, replace characters, change the case and use EXIF or MP3

metadata. On top of that, you can set FileName Pro to ignore files with
particular attributes or file extensions, customize the interface, create

and save user profiles, enable post-renaming operations and to copy or
move files, undo all modifications, and others. The program takes up a

low amount of system resources, has a good response time, quickly
renames files and didn't freeze, crash or pop up errors during our

testing. There's also a comprehensive help file that you can check out
(too bad it doesn't have snapshots). We strongly recommend FileName

Pro to all users, especially experienced ones. Most recent changes: -
adding the button to sort by name; - adding the "skip directories" option;
- the updates to the help file; - fixing some small bugs that were in the

previous versions; - minor bug fixes Key features include: - batch
renaming of multiple files. - search for the original name of a file or
folder; - supports conversion of extensions, encoding and file type; -

batch file renaming; - batch file properties modification (ex. extension,
time and date, author, etc); - batch file properties sorting; - batch file

properties exporting; - file saving as a batch; - supports ZIP, RAR and 7z;
- supports any type of file; - supports sorting files; - supports renaming

via preset list of files; - supports renaming of files with or without path; -
supports renaming of individual files; - supports renaming of folders; -

supports renaming of empty folders; - supports extraction of EXIF or MP3
metadata for individual files; - supports combination of batch renaming

of files and modification of their properties;

FileName Pro Activation Free

Version 1.0.2.13 of FileName Pro is available for Mac users. The program
allows you to rename files, folders, as well as to find out the exact name
of any movie, album or song. For this purpose, the application has been

carefully configured so that it supports all multimedia files, e.g. mp3,
wma, ogg, m4a, rar, aiff, avi, mpe, mov, mpeg, jpg, gif, tif, tga, wav, bin,
f2, f4, f4v, fbe, fb2, flic, fp, kpi, pif, ppt, rar, xdmf, vob, vc1, vc2, wdm,
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wma, wmv, mov, mpg, asf, f4b, cab, rm, ra, rpm, wm, wmv, wma, m4p,
m4a, flv, avi, 3gp, 3g2, mkv, ogg, aac, aif, ac3, flac, abc, aiff, aifc, aifs,
alac, ape, arw, cda, caf, cda, cda_s, caf, caf.1, caf.2, caf.3, caf.4, caf.5,
caf.6, caf.7, caf.8, caf.9, caf.10, caf.11, caf.12, caf.13, caf.14, caf.15,
caf.16, caf.17, caf.18, caf.19, caf.20, caf.21, caf.22, caf.23, caf.24,
caf.25, caf.26, caf.27, caf.28, caf.29, caf.30, caf.31, caf.32, caf.33,
caf.34, caf.35, caf.36, caf.37, caf.38, caf.39, caf.40, caf.41, caf.42,
caf.43, caf.44, caf.45, caf.46, caf.47, caf.48, caf.49, caf.50, caf.51,

caf.52, caf.53, caf.54, caf.55, caf.56, caf.57, caf.58, caf aa67ecbc25
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FileName Pro

FileName Pro is an application designed to help you quickly rename files
in batch mode. The program can be easily handled by all user levels. The
interface of the software is clean and simple to work with. Files can be
imported into the list by using the treeview only, because the "drag and
drop" method is not supported. In the queue you can check out the
original and new name, date of creation, modification and last access,
along with the size and attributes of each file. So, FileName Pro allows
you to append the time and date or creation or particular text, change
the file type, insert folder names, replace characters, change the case
and use EXIF or MP3 metadata. On top of that, you can set FileName Pro
to ignore files with particular attributes or file extensions, customize the
interface, create and save user profiles, enable post-renaming
operations and to copy or move files, undo all modifications, and others.
The program takes up a low amount of system resources, has a good
response time, quickly renames files and didn't freeze, crash or pop up
errors during our testing. There's also a comprehensive help file that you
can check out (too bad it doesn't have snapshots). We strongly
recommend FileName Pro to all users, especially experienced ones.
What is new in this release: - The settings (Profiles, Mode, Ignore list) are
now kept in the application folder (and not in the registry). - Minor
improvements in handling problems and minor improvements in the user
interface. - Compatible with "Directory Opus" by TheAntiMedia -
Compatible with "FileName Pro" by TheAntiMedia - Compatible with
"FileName Changer" by TheAntiMedia - Compatible with "ImportN-
Extract" by TheAntiMedia - Some cool improvements for making an
application more stable - Bugfixes and internal improvements FileName
Changer Pro is a Windows application that allows you to easily rename
files or add time and date in batch mode. The software has a clean and
intuitive interface that displays the original and new name, creation and
modification dates, size, attributes and more of the selected files in a
beautiful and easy-to-read list. FileName Changer has a "queue" that can
be used to select the files that you want to change. When the operation
has been completed, you can move to the main interface and check out
the original and new names. All of the files get supported by a powerful
search function. By

What's New In FileName Pro?

FileName Pro is an application designed to help you quickly rename files
in batch mode. The program can be easily handled by all user levels. The
interface of the software is clean and simple to work with. Files can be
imported into the list by using the treeview only, because the "drag and
drop" method is not supported. In the queue you can check out the
original and new name, date of creation, modification and last access,
along with the size and attributes of each file. So, FileName Pro allows
you to append the time and date or creation or particular text, change
the file type, insert folder names, replace characters, change the case
and use EXIF or MP3 metadata. On top of that, you can set FileName Pro
to ignore files with particular attributes or file extensions, customize the
interface, create and save user profiles, enable post-renaming
operations and to copy or move files, undo all modifications, and others.
The program takes up a low amount of system resources, has a good
response time, quickly renames files and didn't freeze, crash or pop up
errors during our testing. There's also a comprehensive help file that you
can check out (too bad it doesn't have snapshots). We strongly
recommend FileName Pro to all users, especially experienced ones.
Features: Batch renaming, whether you have a single or multiple files
Delimited paths and wildcards Keyboard is the main method of input
Automatically remaps your keyboard keys to match windows (without
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tools like AutoHotKey) Customizable text searching Filter files based on
dates, size, filename, extension, file type, even if they are modified or
stored in a folder or on a drive Change the file path, timestamp and the
original name Enables you to use tabbing to rename files Change the file
attributes, create, modify, copy, move and access times, or remove
attributes Support for EXIF and MP3 tags Enables you to append the time
and date or creation or a particular text, change the file type, insert
folder names, replace characters, change the case, change the
extension and add audio ID's Group files by type, folder or even drive
Apply to list of files (all, in a folder or drive) or simply files modified on a
certain date Set and save user's preferences Set "Overwrite", "No
overwrite" options and "Copy if newer", "Overwrite (only if
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System Requirements:

The game has been designed to work on the following systems: Windows
7 and later (all editions) Windows 8.1 and later (all editions) Mac OS 10.9
or later (all editions) Linux (Ubuntu) 10.10 or later All editions of the
Windows operating system are supported. Windows 7 and later versions
(all editions) This version of the game is designed for computers with
processors running at 3.0 GHz or higher and with 4 GB of RAM. The
game will run on Windows 7 64
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